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Einsam oder gemeinsam?

1. The value of networks

2. Changing networks

3. Cosmopolitan milieus

4. Tensions and prospects



1. The value of networks

• Ideas of a ‘good society’ 

• Mechanisms of social dialogue and partnership

• Durkheimian concepts of social cohesion and 
solidarity

• Well established effects in the research literature



Networks and organisational learning

• Knowledge flows and network structures

• Formal and informal networks

• Network homogeneity and heterogeneity

• Motivations to share or hoard



Durkheim’s dark side of cohesion

• Excessive integration –
fatalism

• Over-integration -
altruism



The risks of network membership

• Reciprocity as a burden

• Penalties for perceived disloyalty

• Lock-in to the wrong network with the wrong 
assets

• Development of social skills with little 
transferability



2. Changing networks



How are people’s networks changing?

• Digital ties, including SNSs 

• Intra-generational ties

• Informal social and political 
action

• Lifestyle and home-focused 
leisure

• Networking as a symbolic asset

• Networking as a valued 
competence





Social networking



Social networking and organisational 
learning

• Survey data suggest SNS users are likely to be active in civic 
and social action

• Facebook usage is associated with all types of social capital, 
but above all with ‘bridging’ ties

• Intensity of Facebook use is associated with higher levels of 
social trust, political participation and civic engagement

• BUT much of this research is based on university students 
and effect sizes are small



• IBM study showed that people used the intra-SNS to maintain 
existing ties and build new ones

• People were likely to use the SNS to develop global ties and access 
new expertise

• The SNS was particularly used by workers in peripheral (non-US) 
regions

• Again, effect sizes were fairly small

Steinfield, DiMicco, Ellison + Lampe 2009



3. Cosmopolitan and local cultures





Beck’s cosmopolitan critique

• Social science’s ‘methodological nationalism’

• The 21ST century is an age of cosmopolitanism

• Transnational phenomena every level and 
every field of social and political action



Internationalisation and adult 
education

• Europeanisation

• Digitisation 

• International 
benchmarks

• World class aspirations



‘Normative nationalism(s)’

• Assertion of national claims vs transnational 
commitments (eg the EU)

• Regional/local movements (eg Nieuw-Vlaamse
Alliantie, Scottish National Party, Lega Nord)

• Anti-migrant populism ( eg Front national, 
Sverigedemokraterna, Dansk Folkeparti, FPÖ)

• Such groups typically appeal to those who are distant 
from adult education



4. Tensions and prospects

• Global networks bring real benefits

• Cosmopolitanism can also promote detachment from the 
‘merely local’

• Adult education organisations will lose ground if they are 
only or mainly local

• Adult education organisations can also influence 
cosmopolitan culture

• Therefore they need new creative and communicative 
capacities



Tensions and prospects

• Best practice must involve a balance between 
global and local

• Adult educators as translators, adapters, 
enablers, and agents of transformation


